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Continuing Education Course #449 
Basic Ship Types & Their Uses (Part 2) 

1. The United States Navy operates the most aircraft carriers in the world.
 a. true 
 b. false 

2. A carrier strike group consists of an aircraft carrier, a cruiser, several destroyers and submarines, and a squadron of
Corvettes.

 a. True 
 b. False 

3. Aircraft carriers are distinguished by:
 a. flat top deck 
 b. very large size 
 c. mostly helicopters on deck 
 d. A and B 

4. Amphibious Assault Carriers are distinguished by:
 a. Flat top deck 
 b. Very large size 
 c. Large opening door at the stern 
 d. A,B, and C 

5. Amphibious Assault ships that are not carriers are distinguished by:
 a. Smaller helicopter landing deck aft of the bridge 
 b. Flat top deck 
 c. Boxy superstructure 
 d. A and C 

6. Amphibious Assault Ships carry:
 a. Long range strike jets 
 b. LCAC hovercraft and other landing craft 
 c. Fuel for other ships 
 d. Food for other ships 

7. An LSM or LST can be distinguished by its:
 a. bow doors 
 b. stern doors 
 c. gun turrets 
 d. blue color 

8. Most warships are painted gray because:
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 a. The stylist likes that color 
 b. The Admiral’s wife likes that color 
 c. The Millenium-age sailors like that color 
 d. It makes for good camouflage at sea 

9. Battleships can be distinguished by:
 a. being a museum ship 
 b. having multiple turrets with very large cannons 
 c. being longer than any ship but an aircraft carrier 
 d. A,B, and C 

10. Battleships were made obsolete by:
 a. Other battleships 
 b. carrier-based aircraft attacks 
 c. submarine attacks 
 d. Both B and C 

11. Nowadays, cruisers are:
 a. the largest combatant ship in the fleet 
 b. mostly used for shore bombardment 
 c. mostly used to hunt submarines 
 d. mostly used to carry the mail 

12. Cruisers and destroyers provide:
 a. targets for submarines 
 b. air defense for the fleet 
 c. a home away from home for the homeless 
 d. A and B 

13. Why are destroyers the jack of all trades of the fleet?
 a. They go get the fuel 
 b. They go get the food and ammunition 
 c. They do shore bombardment, anti-aircraft defense, extensive anti-submarine defense, amphibious assault

support, and rescue work 
 d. They take the Admiral ashore for meetings 

14. Why is the Arleigh Burk destroyer wider than the previous cruisers and destroyers?
 a. The navy wanted more room inside for the billiard room 
 b. The navy got a good price on steel 
 c. the wider hull makes it more stable than the earlier ships 
 d. The sailors are fatter now, so they need more room 

15. The Arleigh Burke destroyers have a steel deckhouse instead of aluminum because of:
 a. Aluminum melts at a lower temperature than steel
 b. Aluminum suffers from metal fatigue cracking more than steel 
 c. A steel deckhouse is lighter than aluminum 
 d. A and B 

16. Frigates are:
 a. Smaller than destroyers 
 b. More lightly armed than destroyers 
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 c. Cheaper to build than destroyers 
 d. A, B, and C 

17. Littoral Combat Ships are:
 a. A mechanical and structural disaster 
 b. The best shallow water battle vessel afloat 
 c. A single class of one ship design 
 d. A technical solution looking for a problem 

18. Corvettes are:
 a. A car the Navy buys from Chevrolet 
 b. The smallest class of combatant warship 
 c. Operated by many foreign navies 
 d. B and C 

19. Patrol Boats are used for:
 a. Law enforcement and low intensity conflicts 
 b. SEAL Team support 
 c. A and B 
 d. Anti-aircraft defense

20. Landing Craft are:
 a. Used to ferry troops, equipment, ammo, and supplies onto a beach 
 b. Used as commercial cargo ships in between wars 
 c. Only one type 
 d. Curvy in shape 

21. Conventional landing craft can access:
 a. 10% of the world’s beaches 
 b. 70% of the world’s beaches 
 c. 15% of the world’s beaches 
 d. Anywhere they want to go 

22. LCAC hovercraft can access:
 a. 10% of the world’s beaches 
 b. 70% of the world’s beaches 
 c. 15% of the world’s beaches 
 d. A,B, and C 

23. Diesel-electric submarines:
 a. Can run continuously underwater until they run out of food 
 b. Are used a lot by the U.S. Navy 
 c. Can run for a few weeks if they have an Air Independent System 
 d. Are much like their World War II predecessors 

24. Submarines are used for:
 a. Landing and retrieving spies ashore 
 b. sinking other submarines 
 c. Firing missiles at land and sea-based targets 
 d. All of the above 
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25. Nuclear powered submarines are:
 a. exclusively used in the U.S. Navy 
 b. Able to stay submerged for 90 day patrols and more 
 c. Not as smelly inside as diesel subs 
 d. All of the above 

26. The two types of submarines the U.S. Navy uses are:
 a. Nuclear and diesel 
 b. Ballistic Missile and Fast Attacks 
 c. Ones that float and ones that don’t 
 d. German U-Boats and Russian Typhoons 

27. Russian submarines have better:
 a. Hydrodynamic shaping 
 b. Reserve stability after damage 
 c. Nuclear reactor safety 
 d. A and B 

28. American subs have better:
 a. Reactor safety records 
 b. Trained, all volunteer crews 
 c. Hydrodynamic shaping 
 d. A and B 

29. The Russian Typhoon submarine:
 a. has side by side double pressure hulls 
 b. attacks other submarines 
 c. launches ballistic missiles 
 d. A and C 

30. The American Ohio Class submarine:
 a. Is our ballistic missile defense sub 
 b. Attacks other submarines 
 c. Is over 500 feet long 
 d. Both A and C 
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